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Several studies in the past decade sup-

port a model wherein DNA polymerase ε

(Pol ε) carries out the majority of leading-

strand DNA replication of the undamaged

eukaryotic nuclear genome. Now a recent

paper in Molecular Cell from the Prakash

laboratory challenges this model, claim-

ing instead that Pol d is the major repli-

case for both strands and that Pol ε’s

primary role is only to proofread errors

made by Pol d during leading-strand repli-

cation (Johnson et al., 2015). While we

fully subscribe to the idea that the replica-

tion fork is plastic and that its composition

can adapt to various challenges, we

believe the foundation for an unchal-

lenged replication fork remains as estab-

lished before the Prakash paper, for the

following reasons.

Mutation Rate Data
Our studies with mutants of the POL3 and

POL2 genes encoding the catalytic sub-

units of Pol d and Pol ε, respectively, re-

vealed that they have two unique proper-

ties that lend themselves to studying

strand-specific incorporation during repli-

cation. The first is that they are asym-

metric mutators. As but one example, for

the two mispairs that lead to AT/GC

transitions, budding yeast Pol d containing

a L612M mutation in the polymerase

active site misincorporates dGMP oppo-

site template T much more frequently

than dCMP opposite template A. When

we eliminated error correction by deleting

the mismatch repair gene MSH2 (Lujan

et al., 2014; Nick McElhinny et al., 2008),

the msh2D pol3-L612M strain exhibited

a large synergistic increase in AT/GC

transitions compared to the wild-type

and msh2D strains, and relative to known

replication origins, these mutations

occurred in a pattern consistent with a

model wherein Pol d’s primary role is

in lagging-strand replication. Importantly,
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the synergistic increase was very strong,

providing confidence that the large major-

ity of the mutations in the msh2D pol3-

L612M strain were indeed due to the Pol

d-L612M change. However, strong muta-

tors rapidly accumulate suppressor muta-

tions that result in wide variations in

mutation rates in the mitotic progeny of

double mutants. This was obvious in our

study of the msh2D pol3-L612M mutant

(see Figure S1 in Nick McElhinny et al.,

2008), leading us to quantify mutation

rates in cultures obtained by limited

outgrowth of haploid spores germinated

frommeiotic progeny of the heterozygous

diploids pol3-L612M/pol3-L612M MSH2/

msh2D. This was not done in the Prakash

study. Instead, they obtained double-

mutant strains by two subsequent

transformations involving several rounds

of outgrowth from single cells, and ob-

tained mutation rates that were only a

few percent of the high rates we deter-

mined. Thus, whether from accumulating

suppressor mutations during extensive

propagation or for other reasons, their

strains lack the high mutation rates we

used to assign mutations specifically to

Pol d-L612M errors. In addition, their

mutational spectrum for one orientation

of URA3 in the S288c background shows

strong GC/TA hotspots at base pairs

679 and 706 inURA3 that together consti-

tute a third of the observedmutations. The

authors suggest that those substitutions

preferentially originated from template

G-dAMP mismatches. However, those

two hotspots are missing in a strain hav-

ing URA3 in the opposite orientation.

This would lead to the paradoxical sug-

gestion that Pol d-L612M does not repli-

cate the lagging strain, yet neither they

nor we imply that this is the case. Instead,

our data suggest that the majority of

GC/TA mutations in undamaged cells

actually result from the complementary
16 Elsevier Inc.
C-dTMP mismatch (Lujan et al., 2014;

Nick McElhinny et al., 2008). Therefore,

we conclude that those two mutation hot-

spots, and by extension other hotspots,

support, rather than disprove, our favored

model.

Asymmetric Ribonucleotide
Incorporation
A second useful feature of Pol d and Pol ε

variants is that they increase the incorpo-

ration of ribonucleotides into DNA. This

occurs in vitro and in yeast in which newly

incorporated ribonucleotides remain in

the genomes of RNase H2-deficient

(rnh201D) strains that are defective for

ribonucleotide excision repair. Mapping

data using next-generation sequencing

shows increased ribonucleotide incorpo-

ration into the nascent lagging strand for

pol3-L612M/G budding yeast variants

and for an equivalent fission yeast variant,

and increased ribonucleotide incorpora-

tion into the nascent leading strand of

the pol2-M644G variant and its fission

yeast equivalent (Clausen et al., 2015;

Daigaku et al., 2015; Koh et al., 2015; Re-

ijns et al., 2015). The straightforward

explanation of these results is that Pol ε

primarily replicates the leading strand

and Pol d primarily replicates the lagging

strand. The Prakash study offers the alter-

native explanation that Pol ε does not

incorporate ribonucleotides during repli-

cation, but rather only proofreads ribonu-

cleotides incorporated by pol3-L612M,

and does so only during leading-strand

replication. However, Pol d itself has little

or no ability to proofreadDNA termini con-

taining ribonucleotides, but it can extend

them, so there is no reason for Pol d to

dissociate to allow Pol ε to gain access

to these termini. Moreover, while Pol ε

can intrinsically proofread its own mis-

takes, current evidence suggests that it

has little or no ability to extrinsically
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proofread mistakes made by Pol d (Flood

et al., 2015). Finally, if Pol εwas important

only for proofreading ribonucleotides

incorporated by Pol d into the nascent

leading strand, then in an rnh201D strain

with wild-type polymerases, the ribonu-

cleotide density in the nascent leading

strand should be lower than in the nascent

lagging strand, whereas it is actually

higher (Clausen et al., 2015). These facts

do not fit a model in which Pol d is nor-

mally the primary leading-strand repli-

case. However, they do fit a model

wherein Pol ε is the major leading-strand

replicase, and this role is supported by

elegant DNA replication studies in vitro

(e.g., see Georgescu et al., 2014). As

discussed (Kunkel and Burgers, 2008),

our favored model wherein Pol ε is the pri-

mary leading-strand replicase does not
exclude an important role for Pol d in lead-

ing-strand replication in certain regions of

the undamaged genome and/or when the

genome is under stress.
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In our study (Johnson et al., 2015), we

concluded that DNA polymerase (Pol)

d replicates both the leading and lagging

DNA strands and that Polε plays no signif-

icant role in leading-strand replication. In

their Letter in this issue of Molecular

Cell, Burgers et al. (2016) contend that

their model wherein Polε primarily repli-

cates the leading strand still remains valid

and suggest that (1) our strains contain

suppressors, (2) our observed G/T mu-

tations originate in the lagging strand,

and (3) ribonucleotide incorporation data

support their model.

Analysis of Mutation Rates and
Mutation Spectra
The Kunkel group analyzed mutation

rates in haploid spores derived from their

yeast strain Dl(�2)l-7B-YUNI300 because

their pol3-L612M msh2D strain exhibits

growth defects and heterogeneous col-

ony size and because such growth de-

fects can give rise to suppressor muta-

tions. However, our pol3-L612M msh2D

strains displayed no growth defects in

either the S288C or the DBY747 back-

ground, nor in the pol3-L612M msh2D

double mutants obtained by tetrad anal-

ysis of POL3/pol3-L612M MSH2/msh2D

diploids (Figure S5 in Johnson et al.,

2015). We show that in the pol3-L612M

S288C strain, Pold signature errors are

detectable only in the lagging strand,

whereas in the pol3-L612Mmsh2D strain,

they also accumulate on the leading

strand. Since in the pol3-L612M msh2D

strain �80% of all mutations are L612M-

Pold signature mutations, a large majority

of mutations in this strain represent Pold-

generated errors during replication. More-

over, since suppression could explain the

reduced but not the highly increased lead-

ing-strand signature mutations of L612M-

Pold that we observe in the pol3-L612M

msh2D strain (see below), suppression is

not affecting any of our conclusions for

Pold’s role in replication.
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Kunkel and colleagues state that since

the G/T hotspots at base pairs 679 and

706 are missing in our strain having

URA3 in the opposite orientation, this

would lead to the paradoxical suggestion

that L612M-Pold does not replicate the

lagging strand. However, such orienta-

tion dependence of hotspot errors can

be seen in the study by Kunkel and

colleagues; although there is a strong

T/C hotspot at position 97 in OR1 in

URA3, this hotspot is missing in URA3

in the opposite orientation, and no

complementary A/G mutations were

observed (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008).

In our paper, we stress the point that

although the L612M-Pold-generated hot-

spot mutations occur on both the DNA

strands in the pol3-L612M msh2D

S288C strain, the sites at which hotspot

mutations occur differ in an orientation-

dependent manner, and mismatch repair

(MMR) and L612M-Pold mispair genera-

tion can act differentially at different

sites during replication of the two DNA

strands. Furthermore, differential contri-

bution of MMR and other mismatch

removal processes can account for the

variability in the level of increase in muta-

tion rates in different yeast strains (John-

son et al., 2015).

Even though we observe a large in-

crease in the rate of G/T hotspot mu-

tations at base pairs 679 and 706 in

URA3, which we attribute to errors

made by Pold during leading strand

replication (see Figure 2B in Johnson

et al., 2015), Kunkel and colleagues

contend that these mutations arise

from C:dTTP mispair formation on the

lagging strand; but they provide no

rationale for this. In their biochemical

studies, they showed that L612M-Pold

exhibits an 8.5:1 bias for G:dATP mis-

pair formation over the C:dTTP mispair

(Nick McElhinny et al., 2007), and

we independently confirmed this in the

sequence context of position 679 in
16 Elsevier Inc.
URA3 (see Figures S2C and S2D in

Johnson et al., 2015). Therefore, their

claim that the observed G/T mutations

derive from C:dTTP mispairs on the

lagging strand is not supported by

experimental evidence. In their recent

study which analyzed the whole-

genome sequence of a pol3-L612M

msh2D homozygous diploid, they identi-

fied strand-specific G/T mutations

near origins. The G:dATP bias predicts

that these mutations arise primarily

from G:dATP mispair formation on the

leading strand, and not from C:dTTP

mispair formation on the lagging strand,

as they suggest (Lujan et al., 2014).

Thus, even in their strain, there is evi-

dence for leading-strand replication by

Pold.

We provide extensive evidence for the

various L612M-Pold signature mutations

on both DNA strands in the pol3-L612M

msh2D S288C strain and also in the

pol3-L612M msh2D DBY747 strain in

which URA3 was integrated at many

different genomic locations. Altogether,

our data support the conclusion that

Pold replicates both the DNA strands.

Furthermore, since Polε signature errors

on the leading strand do not occur in the

pol2-M644G msh2D strain, Polε plays lit-

tle if any role in leading-strand replication

(Johnson et al., 2015).

Interpretation of Asymmetric
Ribonucleotide Incorporation
In view of our data (Johnson et al., 2015),

we consider it highly likely that ex-

planations other than a role of Polε in

the replication of the leading strand ac-

count for the increase in ribonucleotides

on the nascent leading strand in the

RNase H2-deficient pol2-M644G mutant.

We suggested in our paper that in yeast

strains harboring the pol2-M644G muta-

tion, because of the greatly enhanced

capacity of the M644G-Polε over wild-

type Pold (�50-fold) to incorporate
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ribonucleotides and to extend synthesis

from them (Lujan et al., 2013), the mutant

Polε takes over synthesis from Pold and

promotes the persistence of ribonucleo-

tides incorporated by Pold on the leading

strand. Moreover, since checkpoint

pathways are activated and dNTP levels

are elevated in pol2-M644G cells (Wil-

liams et al., 2015), these factors would

contribute to a further increase in the

proficiency of mutant Polε to extend syn-

thesis from ribonucleotides.

As for the observation that in the

pol3-L612M rnh201D strain enhanced

ribonucleotide incorporation is detected

on the lagging strand, we suggest that

even though Pold incorporates ribonu-

cleotides on both the DNA strands,

they are more efficiently removed from

the leading strand by competing path-

ways. The identity of these pathways

remains to be determined, but because

Polε exonuclease can excise ribonucle-

otides (Williams et al., 2012), this proof-

reading exonuclease may also act in

one such competing pathway. Contrary

to their statement that Polε does not

proofread mistakes made by Pold, we

provide evidence for Polε exonuclease

in removing Pold errors (see Table 1

in Johnson et al., 2015). Burgers et al.

(2016) support their statement by

citing a recent study Flood et al.

(2015), which is based on an a priori

assumption that Pold replicates the lag-

ging strand and that Polε replicates the

leading strand, and it was not designed
to directly test the role of Polε exonu-

clease in removing Pold-generated mis-

pairs from the leading strand, as we

have done.

Without a more complete understand-

ing of the roles of Pold and Polε in ribonu-

cleotide incorporation and the roles of

ribonucleotide removal pathways on

each DNA strand, it seems inappropriate

to dismiss the evidence indicating a role

of Pold, but not of Polε, in replicating the

leading strand, and to selectively use the

ribonucleotide incorporation data to pro-

pose a role for Polε in replicating the lead-

ing strand.

While in vitro studies support an abil-

ity of Polε to carry out DNA synthesis

on the leading strand (Georgescu

et al., 2014), it remains possible that

such studies fail to recapitulate all the

molecular complexities that occur dur-

ing replication. Polε plays an essential

role in the assembly and progression

of CMG helicase on the leading strand,

but its polymerase function is dispens-

able for viability. We have suggested a

role for its polymerase activity in

rescuing the replication fork at sites

where Pold stalls on the leading strand

and in other DNA repair processes,

and for its proofreading activity in the

removal of Pold-generated errors (John-

son et al., 2015). The elucidation of

these and other Polε roles would

require a thorough genetic and molecu-

lar analysis of the complexities that un-

derlie these Polε functions.
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The distribution of DNA polymerase activities at the eukaryotic DNA replication fork was ‘‘established,’’ but
recent genetic studies in this issue of Molecular Cell raise questions about which polymerases are copying
the leading and lagging strand templates (Johnson et al, 2015).
‘‘Everything is complicated. If it were not

so, life and poetry and everything else

would be a bore.’’ Based on recent litera-

ture (Johnson et al, 2015), one could

conclude that the molecular events at

eukaryotic DNA replication forks, partic-

ularly how various DNA polymerases

combine to copy both the leading and lag-

ging stand templates, are far from boring,

but indeed downright complicated.

Because the two strands of the DNA

double helix have opposite polarity and

all DNA polymerases replicate in the

same direction (50 to 30), DNA replication

occurs continuously on one strand, the

leading strand, but discontinuously via

short Okazaki fragments on the other

strand, the lagging strand. The different

strategies have consequences for the

machineries that copy the strands,

including which DNA polymerases are

involved and also how DNA damage

can be repaired.

This entire issue came to the fore when,

in addition to DNA polymerases a and d,

a third ‘‘replicative’’ DNA polymerase,

polymerase ε, was identified in the yeast

S. cerevisiae and later found to be

conserved in all eukaryotes (Johansson

and Dixon, 2013). DNA polymerases a

and d are sufficient to replicate the Simian

Virus 40 genome (Figure 1A), long thought

of as amodel for the eukaryotic DNA repli-

cation fork (Waga and Stillman, 1998). A

role for DNA polymerase ε proved to be

perplexing because the POL2 gene en-

coding the largest subunit of the four-sub-

unit DNA polymerase ε is essential, but its

N-terminal DNA polymerase catalytic ac-

tivity can be deleted and yeast are still

viable. The essential activity actually lies

within the Pol2 C-terminal domain that is

involved in the intra-S phase detection of
DNA damage and induction of checkpoint

signaling to repair damage and maintain

fork stability (Dua et al., 1999).

The assignment of DNA polymerases to

specific strands during DNA replication in

eukaryotic cells has been studied by using

mutant versions of DNA polymerases

d and ε with specific error signatures

(reviewed in Johansson and Dixon, 2013;

Williams and Kunkel, 2014). The studies

showed, apparently clearly, that polymer-

ase ε replicated the leading strand andpo-

lymerase d replicated the lagging strand

(Figure 1B).

Recent biochemical studies have

shown that DNA polymerases a and ε,

but not d, are necessary and sufficient

for the initiation of DNA replication at ori-

gins of DNA replication (Yeeles et al.,

2015), but these in vitro observations do

not address the strand assignment for

complete DNA replication in vivo. Other

biochemical studies from the O’Donnell

laboratory have reconstituted DNA repli-

cation of leading and lagging strands,

assigning DNA polymerase ε for leading-

strand synthesis and polymerase d for

lagging-strand synthesis (Georgescu

et al., 2014, 2015). They even identified a

mechanism that prevents polymerase

d from competing with polymerase ε on

the leading strand. Moreover, the struc-

ture of polymerase ε shows that it can

tightly clamp onto DNA even without

PCNA, making it an excellent candidate

for the leading-strand polymerase (Hogg

et al., 2014). But PCNA may still be

required on the leading stand to enable

coupling of nucleosome assembly by

CAF-1 and other PCNA-associated func-

tions (Figure 1B). Moreover, polymerase

ε is directly associated with the CMG

(Cdc45-Mcm2-7-GINS) helicase that
Molecular Ce
travels on the leading-strand template

DNA (Johansson and Dixon, 2013). Thus,

the distribution of labor for polymerases

d and εmakes biochemical sense. Indeed,

polymerase ε is enriched on the leading

strand and polymerase d on the lagging

strand in vivo (Yu et al., 2014), but an

excess of DNA polymerase d on the lag-

ging would be expected even if polymer-

ase d replicated both strands since more

polymerase molecules are required on

the discontinuously synthesized lagging

strand. Nevertheless, from genetic and

biochemical analysis, it seemed very clear

that polymerase ε primarily replicates

the leading strand and polymerase d the

lagging strand.

However, the paper by Johnson et al.

(2015) in this issue raises the entire ques-

tion of strand assignments again and con-

cludes that polymerase d replicates both

leading and lagging strands, just like the

SV40 model (Figure 1C, normal mode).

They attribute the different genetic results

to the use of different strains of yeast and

to different pathways for repair of misin-

corporated nucleotides on the leading

versus the lagging strand.

Error correction on the leading and

lagging strands is likely to be different

since the mechanisms of DNA synthesis

are different. Johnson et al. suggest that

mismatch repair is different on the lagging

strand compared to the leading strand—

notably that the proofreading activity of

DNA polymerase ε is redundant with the

exonuclease Exo1 for error repair on the

leading stand, but not on the lagging

strand. They suggest that the different

mismatch repair mechanisms on the lead-

ing and lagging strands, coupled with the

strains employed can explain the different

results.
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Figure 1. DNA Polymerases at the Eukaryotic DNA Replication Fork
(A) DNA polymerase d synthesizes DNA during lagging (discontinuously synthesized, top) and leading (continuously synthesized, bottom) replication.
(B) The prevailing model in which DNA polymerase d synthesizes the lagging strand and polymerase ε the leading strand.
(C) A potential new model in which DNA polymerase d normally replicates both strands and, upon DNA damage in the leading strand template, a switch to
polymerase ε occurs, linking DNA-damage detection to the essential role for polymerase ε and associated checkpoint proteins. In all cases, DNA polymerase
a is coupled with primase to synthesize a RNA-DNA primer on the lagging strand that is recognized by RFC and PCNA to switch to the replicative polymerase.
PCNA couples other events at the replication fork, such as nucleosome assembly.
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Evidence that polymerase ε primarily

replicates the leading strand also

emerged from data showing that ribonu-

cleotides (rNMPs) were preferentially

incorporated into the leading strand dur-

ing DNA replication, in both S. cerevisiae

and S. pombe (reviewed in Jinks-Robert-

son and Klein, 2015). These data include

very impressive whole-genome analyses

of rNMP incorporation into the leading

strand when a mutant polymerase ε that

promiscuously inserted rNMPs into DNA

was employed. Importantly, a strain con-

taining an allele of polymerase ε that was

more stringent in rNMP discrimination

than the wild-type polymerase ε incorpo-

rated less rNMP into the leading strand

than the strain with the error-prone poly-

merase ε. In contrast, when error-prone

polymerases a and polymerase d were

present, rNMP incorporation was de-

tected in the lagging strand. So this data

seems to strongly support the model

shown in Figure 1B. But a third model

has now been suggested, namely that

polymerase d normally replicates both

strands of the DNA, but that occasionally

a switch to polymerase ε on the leading

strand can be induced by replication

errors, thereby coupling checkpoint

signaling to repair of the DNA damage

(Figure 1C). This model may explain why

mutations in the polymerase ε catalytic

residues have a dominant negative effect,

suggesting that this inactive polymerase

gums up replication (Dua et al., 1999).
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The experiments showing preferential

incorporation of rNMPs experiments

were done in strains lacking the RNase2

enzyme that normally nicks the DNA 50

to the rNMP in the DNA, creating a 30-
OH that is preferentially extended by

DNA polymerase d, creating a flap for

rNMP excision much like strand displace-

ment mechanisms used on the lagging

strand. The absence of RNase2 causes

extensive replicative stress (reviewed

by Williams and Kunkel, 2014), activating

the DNA-damage response pathway

involving the essential domain of the poly-

merase ε large subunit. It is therefore

possible that in the absence of RNase2,

when polymerase d incorporates an

rNMP during leading-strand replication,

it stimulates an alternative rNMP repair

pathway that involves switching to poly-

merase ε to remove the rNMP or repair

topoisomerase 1 induced DNA damage

(Figure 1C). Such a repair mechanism by

polymerase ε would only work on the

leading strand where it is physically

located; thus, rNMPs would be incorpo-

rated into that strand during the repair

process when an error prone polymerase

ε is present. When an error-prone DNA

polymerase d strain is employed, such er-

rors would be repaired by the wild-type

polymerase ε, leaving little trace of rNMP

on the leading strand. Consistent with

this model, on the lagging strand, prefer-

ential rNMP incorporation would be de-

tected only in strains with either an error-
lsevier Inc.
prone polymerase d since polymerase ε

does not operate on the lagging strand

for DNA synthesis or repair. Thus, the

data could be construed as supporting

the model in Figure 1C where polymerase

d replicates both strands but polymerase

ε preferentially ensures leading-strand

fidelity.

If the model in Figure 1C is correct, then

genetic stability on the leading strand and

lagging strand would be different due to

the different repair pathways employed.

For example, the location of polymerase

ε-associated checkpoint proteins such

as Mrc1, Dpb11, and Drc1/Sld2 (Osborn

et al., 2002) could preferentially signal

DNA damage that occurs on the leading

strand. DNA-damage-dependent poly-

merase switching could also promote

programed switches in gene expression

such as mating type gene in S. pombe

(see Williams and Kunkel, 2014). Such

imprinting is thought to be marked by

an rNMP-containing gap in the leading-

strand template DNA, and recognition

of this gap by the replicative helicase or

polymerase may trigger a switch to DNA

polymerase ε-coupled recombination.

The new paper by Johnson et al. will

generate much discussion, and the poly-

merase assignment debate will continue.

But, importantly, all of the genetic studies

dealing with this issue, including those of

Johnson et al., employ mutant strains

that inform what is going on in the mutant

condition (including all genetic variation in
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the strains used), suggesting caution

about interpreting what is really going on

in wild-type cells.
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In this issue ofMolecular Cell, Bortolamiol-Becet et al. (2015) and Reimão-Pinto et al. (2015) show that in flies
Tailor preferentially uridylates mirtron pre-miRNA hairpins to suppress their biogenesis.
30 endmodifications are a recurring theme

in RNA regulation. Often acting as an RNA

analog of ubiquitin, they regulate small

RNA abundance at several points in the

microRNA (miRNA) life cycle (Scott and

Norbury, 2013). Animal miRNAs are first

processed in the nucleus by Drosha (Fig-

ure 1). The liberated pre-miRNA hairpin

is then cleaved in the cytoplasm by Dicer.

One strand of the resultant duplex, the

mature miRNA, is loaded into Argonaute,

where it directs repression of target

mRNAs.

Uridylation and adenylation regulate

both pre-miRNAs and miRNAs. In mam-

mals, the terminal(U) transferase TUT4,

recruited by Lin28, oligouridylates pre-

let-7 to inhibit dicing and provide a landing

platform for the exonuclease Dis3l2

(Chang et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010). In

the absence of Lin28, mono- and di-uridy-

lation of pre-miRNAs can enhance dicing

of some let-7 family members (Scott and
Norbury, 2013). Mature miRNAs are

also subject to 30 end modifications,

which typically stimulate their decay. For

instance, in flies and humans, miRNAs,

when bound to highly complementary tar-

gets, are degraded through the trimming

and tailing pathway (Ameres et al., 2010).

Other, target-independent, decay path-

ways exist, but these are less well under-

stood (Kim et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2014).

There are additional, productive varia-

tions of the miRNA biogenesis pathway

(Yang and Lai, 2011). One such pathway

bypasses Drosha cleavage and instead

uses splicing and subsequent lariat de-

branching to generate the pre-miRNA

hairpin (Figure 1). These miRNAs are

called ‘‘mirtrons’’ and have been found

in flies, worms, and humans (Yang and

Lai, 2011). Because intron length in flies

typically matches that of pre-miRNAs,

this pathway provides a relatively easy

mechanism for the emergence of new
miRNAs. Nonetheless, mechanisms likely

exist to dampen mirtron activity: mirtrons

are expressed at modest levels and are

very poorly conserved, consistent with

rapid evolutionary birth and death (Berezi-

kov et al., 2010; Chung et al., 2011). But

how do flies keep mirtron activity in

check? In this issue of Molecular Cell,

two articles, in investigating miRNA uridy-

lation, unexpectedly shed light on this

important, and seemingly unrelated,

question (Bortolamiol-Becet et al., 2015;

Reimão-Pinto et al., 2015).

To understand 30 end modifications in

flies, Reimão-Pinto et al. (2015) and

Bortolamiol-Becet et al. (2015) first turned

to high-throughput sequencing of small

RNAs. As with other organisms (Scott

and Norbury, 2013), uridylation and

adenylation of miRNAs in S2 cells and

adult flies represented the majority of the

modifications. Uridylation was enriched

on miRNAs derived from the 30 side of
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SUMMARY

Genetic studies with S. cerevisiae Pold (pol3-L612M)
and Polε (pol2-M644G) mutant alleles, each of which
display a higher rate for the generation of a specific
mismatch, have led to the conclusion that Polε is
the primary leading strand replicase and that Pold
is restricted to replicating the lagging strand tem-
plate. Contrary to this widely accepted view, here
we show that Poldplays amajor role in the replication
of both DNA strands, and that the paucity of pol3-
L612M-generated errors on the leading strand re-
sults from their more proficient removal. Thus, the
apparent lack of Pold contribution to leading strand
replication is due to differential mismatch removal
rather than differential mismatch generation. Alto-
gether, our genetic studies with Pol3 and Pol2 muta-
tor alleles support the conclusion that Pold, and not
Polε, is the major DNA polymerase for carrying out
both leading and lagging DNA synthesis.

INTRODUCTION

A number of models have been proposed for the roles of DNA

polymerases (Pols) Pold and Polε in the replication of the two

DNA strands. A role for Pold in the replication of both DNA

strands was indicated from studies of SV40 replication (Tsuri-

moto and Stillman, 1991a, 1991b; Tsurimoto et al., 1990; Waga

and Stillman, 1994). The observations that the DNA polymerase

activity of Polε is not essential (Feng and D’Urso, 2001; Kesti

et al., 1999; Suyari et al., 2012), whereas the polymerase function

of Pold is indispensable for viability (Boulet et al., 1989; Hartwell,

1976; Simon et al., 1991; Sitney et al., 1989), also supported a

role for Pold as the major replicase. However, more recent ge-

netic studies with error-prone variants of yeast Pold and Polε

led to a model whereby Polε primarily replicates the leading

DNA strand and Pold replicates the lagging strand (Larrea

et al., 2010; Nick McElhinny et al., 2008; Pursell et al., 2007).

This model of asymmetric leading and lagging strand replication

by two different DNA polymerases is now widely accepted.

This model relies on data from Saccharomyces cerevisiae

strains harboring the pol3-L612M mutation in the catalytic sub-

unit of Pold or the pol2-M644G mutation in the catalytic subunit
of Polε. From the observations indicating the prevalence of

signature mutations in the lagging strand in the pol3-L612M

and the pol3-L612M msh2D mutant strains, a role for Pold in

the replication of the lagging strandwas inferred (NickMcElhinny

et al., 2008). And from the prevalence of signature mutations

in the leading strand in the pol2-M644G mutant, a role for Polε

in the replication of the leading strand was deduced (Pursell

et al., 2007).

Mismatched base pairs generated during DNA synthesis by

the replicative Pols are removed by multiple processes including

mismatch repair (MMR), Exo1, and proofreading by the 30/50

exonuclease activities of Pold and Polε. Hence, the relative prev-

alence of signature mutations on the two DNA strands could be

affected either by differential rates of error generation during

replication or by the differential action of mismatch removal pro-

cesses on the two DNA strands. In view of these considerations,

we re-examined the roles of Pold and Polε in the replication of

the two DNA strands and show that MMR, as well as Exo1 and

Polε exonuclease, compete for the removal of replication errors

on both the DNA strands, and that differential error removal

rather than differential mismatch generation accounts for the

bias of replication errors on the lagging strand in the pol3-

L612M strain.

Furthermore, the complete absence of Polε signature muta-

tions from the leading strand in the pol2-M644G msh2D strain

supports the conclusion that the DNA polymerase activity of

Polε does not significantly contribute to DNA synthesis on the

leading strand. In addition to its well-established essential non-

catalytic role as a component of the CMG helicase complex,

we propose an important role for Polε proofreading exonuclease

in the removal of Pold-generated errors from the leading DNA

strand, and suggest that this Polε role can account for all the

observations that have been used to implicate a role of Polε in

the replication of the leading DNA strand.
RESULTS

Pold L612M has reduced fidelity and exhibits significant bias

for the generation of a T:dGTP mismatch which occurs 28-fold

more frequently than the reciprocal A:dCTP mismatch (Nick

McElhinny et al., 2007). pol3-L612M strains carrying a wild-

type URA3 gene inserted close to ARS306 in two different

orientations in the Dj(�2)j-7A-YUN1300 genetic background

display a highly asymmetric URA3 to ura3 hotspot mutational

spectrum, wherein the T97C and G764A base substitution
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Table 1. Reversion Rates of ura3-104 in Two Orientations, OR1 and OR2, in the S288C Yeast Strain Carrying pol3-L612M in

Combination with Mutations in Different Mismatch Removal Processes

Strain Ura+ rate [3 10�9] (95% CI) CAG rate [3 10�9] (95% CI)

Numbers of CAG: numbers

of GAG+TCG+TTG+AAG

OR2 (T:G on lagging strand)

WT 2.5 (1.7–3.3) 1.3 (0.9–1.7) 47: 48

pol3L612M 22 (16–28) 21 (15–27) 103: 4

pol3L612M pol2-4 20 (18–22) 19 (17–21) 122: 8

pol3L612M exo1D 140 (138–142) 132 (130–134) 116: 7

pol3L612M pol2-4 exo1D 440 (395–485) 419 (376–462) 120: 6

pol3L612M msh2D 399 (303–495) 396 (301–491) 117: 1

pol3L612M msh2D exo1D 488 (444–532) 488 (444–532) 124: 0

OR1 (T:G on leading strand)

WT 2.7 (2–3.4) 1.2 (0.9–1.4) 35: 47

pol3L612M 4.0 (3.8–5.2) 2.4 (1.7–3.1) 57: 36

pol3L612M pol2-4 3.5 (2.8–4.2) 3.5 (2.8–4.2) 121: 0

pol3L612M exo1D 22 (21–23) 15 (14–16) 84: 48

pol3L612M pol2-4 exo1D 206 (159–253) 206 (159–253) 123: 0

pol3L612M msh2D 917 (775–1,059) 896 (758–1,034) 124: 2

pol3L612M msh2D exo1D 1,172 (942–1,420) 1,143 (901–1,385) 118: 3

See also Figures S5 and S6.
hotspots occurred primarily in one orientation, and the C310T

hotspot occurred in the other (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008).

Based on the biased fidelity of the mutant polymerase for

reciprocal mismatches, these hotspots likely arose via T:dGTP

(T-C mutation) and G:dTTP (G-A and C-T mutations) mispairs

generated by L612M-Pold. Since these mutations occurred at

high frequency only in the orientation where the hypermutable

residue was present in the lagging strand template, Poldwas as-

signed to primarily replicate the lagging strand (Nick McElhinny

et al., 2008). Among the three base change hotspots within

URA3, the C310T substitution via a G:dTTP mispair occurs at a

slightly higher rate than the others (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008)

and results in a nonsense TAG codon at position 104, which

we refer to as ura3-104. Since reversion of ura3-104 (amber)

back to wild-type Gln-104 would require a T:dGTP insertion in

the strand opposite the original G:dTTP mispair which occurred

in the forward mutation (see Figure S1A available online), we

explored the possibility that the reversion of ura3-104 would be

specifically favored by L612M-Pold.

ura3-104 Reversion In Vivo in S288C
In vitro synthesis reactions confirmed that, compared to wild-

type, the L612M mutant Pol3 catalytic subunit as well as the

mutant Pold holoenzyme inserted dGTP opposite template T

preferentially compared to the misinsertion of dCTP opposite

template A in the ura3-104 sequence context (Figures S2A and

S2B). The ura3-104 allele containing the C310T substitution (Fig-

ure S1A) was integrated into the yeast genome between the

FUS1 and HBN1 genes located 1.2 kb left of the highly efficient

early firing ARS306 (Nieduszynski et al., 2007) either in the

forward (OR1) or reverse (OR2) orientations (Figures S3A and

S3B). 2D gel analysis confirms that ARS306 remains a highly
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efficient origin after integration of URA3 in the S288C wild-type

yeast strain (Figure S4). Thus, in the majority of cells, replication

through the ura3-104 allele will emanate from ARS306, thereby

replicating T310 on the leading strand in OR1 and on the lagging

strand in OR2. In the wild-type background, the ura3-104 TAG

amber codon reverts to Ura3+ at a low rate of �2.5 3 10�9 in

both orientations (Table 1). URA3 spontaneous revertants in

OR1 and OR2 displayed nearly equivalent heterogeneity of

mutational events at ura3-104 (Figures S1B and S1C), where in

�43%–50% of Ura+ colonies arose by T310C specific reversion

of the TAG codon to CAG (Gln, wild-type sequence), and 49%–

56% occurred by conversion to either GAG (Glu), TTG (Leu), or

TCG (Ser). Only 1% (2/177) arose by conversion to AAG (Lys),

and no TAC (Tyr), TAT (Tyr), or TGG (Trp) (Figure S1C) events

were observed. The URA+ revertant colonies harboring Gln,

Glu, Leu, or Ser at position 104 exhibit a robust Ura+ phenotype,

whereas Ura3 Lys104 colonies were weakly Ura+ (Figure S1B),

explaining the low frequency of its recovery. The lack of Tyr

or Trp events is likely due to their being Ura� and therefore

unrecoverable.

Biased T:dGTP Error Rates in pol3-L612M Strains
in S288C
Next, we analyzed the reversion frequencies of the ura3-104

allele in the two orientations (OR1 and OR2) near ARS306 in

strains that harbor the pol3-L612M mutator allele. Unlike in the

POL3 background where the Ura� to Ura+ reversion rate is

similar in both orientations, the reversion rate in the pol3-

L612M strain is over 5-fold higher when ura3-104 is in OR2

than in OR1, and where the ura3 T310:dGTP mispair would

form during lagging strand synthesis (Table 1). In OR2 URA3 re-

vertants the ratio of CAG to non-CAG mutational events rose



Figure 1. Orientation Bias of ura3-104 Reversion in the S288C

pol3-L612M Strains Defective in Polε Proofreading (pol2-4), MMR

(msh2D), or Exo1 (exo1D)

(A) CAG-specific reversion rates of ura3-104 for various strains in orientations

OR1 and OR2. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

(B) Fold increase in CAG-specific reversion rates in either OR1 or OR2.

(C) Reversal of strand bias in Pol3-L612Mmutation generation from lagging to

leading strand by inactivation of mismatch removal processes.

See also Figures S1–S5.
from �50% to �95%, resulting in a 16-fold increase in the spe-

cific reversion rate of TAG to CAG in the pol3-L612M strain. In

contrast, when ura3-104 was in OR1 in the pol3-L612M strain,

the CAG-specific reversion rate increased only 2-fold, with a cor-

responding increase in the occurrence of CAG versus non-CAG

events from �40% to �60% (Table 1). Thus, although the pol3-

L612M signature is observed on the leading strand, there is a

9-fold higher rate of the signature on the lagging strand. In

contrast to the TAG to CAG mutation, none of the rates of the

four other detectable mutation events (GAG, TTG, TCG, and

AAG) are significantly increased over wild-type levels in pol3-

L612M (Figure S3C), which is consistent with the low rate and

lack of bias of L612M-Pold for the generation of the mismatches

that lead to these mutations (Nick McElhinny et al., 2007). Based

on the CAG specific reversion rates in the POL3 and pol3-L612M

strains when ura3-104 is in OR2, it can be estimated that �95%

of the TAG to CAG mutations in pol3-L612M are generated via

T:dGTP mismatches by L612M-Pold during lagging strand

replication [(rate CAG pol3-L612M OR2 � rate CAG POL3

OR2)/(rate pol3-L612M OR2)]. The strong mutational bias

observed for the pol3-L612M strains harboring the two orienta-

tions of our ura3-104 reversion system is similar to the results

that have been reported for URA3 to ura3 forward mutational

spectra in a different strain background (Larrea et al., 2010;

Nick McElhinny et al., 2008) and is consistent with a role of

Pold in lagging strand, but not in leading strand, replication.

L612M Pold Generated T:dGTP Errors on the Lagging
Strand in S288C
To determine the role of various mispair removal processes in

the correction of T:dGMP mispairs generated by L612M-Pold,

we analyzed the frequency and orientation bias of ura3-104

reversion in pol3-L612M strains additionally carrying the pol2-4

mutation lacking the Polε proofreading exonuclease activity

(Morrison et al., 1991); the msh2D mutation defective in MMR

(Johnson et al., 1996); or a deletion of EXO1, which contributes

to mismatch removal in collaboration with MMR (Genschel

et al., 2002; Sokolsky and Alani, 2000; Tishkoff et al., 1997;

Tran et al., 1999), individually and in various combinations. All

double mutants, including the pol3-L612M msh2D strain, grow

with no apparent defect at 30�C or 37�C and do not display

sensitivity to the replication inhibitor HU (Figure S5A). The lack

of any significant growth defect in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain

in the S288C genetic background was further confirmed by

tetrad analysis of POL3/pol3-L612M MSH2/msh2D diploids

(Figure S5B). Among the triple mutants, the pol3-L612M pol2-4

exo1D mutant exhibits the same growth phenotype as the

double mutants, while the pol3-L612M msh2D exo1D and

pol3-L612Mmsh2D pol2-4 strains display a slow growth pheno-

type at 30�C and an inability to grow at 37�C (Figure S5A).

Growth defects are more severe for the pol3-L612M msh2D

pol2-4 strain than for the pol3-L612M msh2D exo1D strain,

and both strains exhibit increased sensitivity to HU (Figure S5A).

With the exception of pol3-L612M msh2D pol2-4, we were able

to analyze reversion rates and sequence the mutational events

at the ura3-104 amber codon in all of the strains.

In OR2, where the T:dGTP mismatch occurs during lagging

strand synthesis, both the exo1D andmsh2Dmutations strongly
increase the CAG specific reversion rate, while pol2-4 on its own

has no effect (Table 1; Figures 1A and 1B). In both the pol3-

L612M exo1D and pol3-L612M msh2D strains, the ratio of

CAG versus non-CAG revertants remains strongly biased toward

CAG, with non-CAG revertants occurring less than 7% (Table 1).

Therefore, Exo1 and MMR efficiently remove T:dGTP mispairs

made by L612M-Pold during lagging strand synthesis, and the
Molecular Cell 59, 163–175, July 16, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 165



generation of this mispair largely outnumbers the other detect-

able ones, as expected by the biochemical properties of the

mutant polymerase. In the pol3-L612M msh2D exo1D strain,

CAG reversion rates in OR2 were not significantly higher than

in pol3-L612M msh2D (Table 1; Figures 1A and 1B), supporting

the view that the T:dGTP mispair-correcting activity of Exo1

seen in this assay on the lagging strand occurs in the context

of MSH2-dependent MMR. The pol2-4 exonuclease mutation

alone did not increase either the total rate or the CAG-specific

reversion rate of ura3-104 by pol3-L612M. However, pol2-4

significantly increased the CAG reversion rate in combination

with the exo1D mutation in the pol3-L612M strain (pol3-L612M

pol2-4 exo1D OR2; Table 1; Figures 1A and 1B), suggesting

that Polε exonuclease can be recruited to the lagging strand to

remove T:dGTP errors generated by Pold, but that its absence

alone can be compensated for by other mismatch removal

processes.

L612M-Pold Generated T:dGTP Errors on the Leading
Strand in S288C
Next, we examined the effects of pol2-4, msh2D, and exo1D,

alone or in different combinations, on the reversion rates in

pol3-L612M ura3-104OR1, where the T:dGTP mismatch occurs

during leading strand synthesis. While the pol2-4 mutation did

not increase the overall ura3-104 reversion rate, the ratio of

CAG to non-CAG events rose dramatically from �60% to

100% (Table 1), leading to an increase in the CAG-specific rever-

sion rate, suggesting that proofreading by Polε participates in the

removal of some pol3-L612M-generated T-to-C signature errors

on the leading strand. The exo1D mutation conferred a 6-fold

increase in CAG reversion rate over the level seen in pol3-

L612M alone (Table 1; Figures 1A and 1B). Strikingly, however,

the combined absence of Exo1 and Polε exonuclease (pol3-

L612M pol2-4 exo1D) caused an �85-fold increase in CAG

reversion rate, and in a sample size of 123, no non-CAG events

were detected (Table 1; Figure 1B). The strong increase of the

CAG-specific reversion rate of ura3-104 in OR1 along with the

very low (undetectable) ura3-104 amber reversion rate via non-

T:dGTP errors (GAG, TTG, TCG, and AAG revertants) indicates

that L612M-Pold generates a very considerable amount of

replication errors on the leading strand which becomes detect-

able only after removal of both Polε proofreading and Exo1.

Therefore, the proofreading activity of Polε and Exo1 represents

redundant functions that remove T:dGTPmismatches generated

by L612M Pold on the leading strand. When CAG-specific rever-

sion rates in OR1 and OR2 are compared, the strong �9-fold

bias toward T:dGTPmismatches occurring on the lagging strand

that was observed in pol3-L612M alone becomes greatly weak-

ened in pol3-L612M pol2-4 exo1D (Figure 1C), to only about 2-

fold. Since the exo1Dmutation confers a much weaker mutation

phenotype than msh2D, and MSH2-dependent MMR remains

functional in exo1D (Tran et al., 1999), the fact that the T:dGTP

error rate remains biased on the lagging strand could be due

to Exo1-independent MMR being more effective on the leading

than on the lagging strand. As discussed below, the results ob-

tained with msh2D support this possibility.

Inactivation of MMR by msh2D in pol3-L612M conferred an

�370-fold increase in the CAG reversion rate of ura3-104
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(OR1), and the additional removal of Exo1 (pol3-L612M msh2D

exo1D) elevated the CAG reversion rate to �470-fold over the

level seen in pol3-L612M ura3-104 (OR1) (Table 1; Figure 1B).

In both cases, the frequency of non-CAG revertants becomes

�2%, indicating again that the large increase in mutation rates

is due to the specific T310:dGTP mispair incorporation by

L612M-Pold during replication of the leading strand, which, un-

der normal circumstances, is removed by MMR. Interestingly,

the orientation bias in which more T:dGTP errors occur during

lagging strand synthesis (OR2) in pol3-L612MMSH2 is reversed

in pol3-L612M msh2D, where the CAG-specific reversion rate

becomes �2.5-fold higher for T:dGTP mismatch incorporation

on the leading strand (OR1) (Table 1; Figure 1C). This result indi-

cates that in the S288C-isogenic strain, MMR is highly effective

in the removal of the T:dGTP mismatch at T310 of the ura3-104

allele on the leading strand. Thus, the higher lagging strand

T:dGTP error rate in pol3-L612M MSH2 was due to biased lead-

ing strand MMR rather than biased lagging strand error genera-

tion. Since the removal of both Exo1 and Msh2 further elevated

CAG reversion rates in pol3-L612M ura3-104 in OR1, which also

increased the OR1/OR2 bias further toward the leading strand

error (Table 1; Figure 1C), a function of Exo1-independent

MMR on the leading strand cannot be excluded entirely.

Lack of L612MPoldMutational Bias in the Replication of
Leading and Lagging Strands: Analysis of Forward
Mutations in URA3 in S288C
Our analysis of ura3-104 reversion near ARS306 in the pol3-

L612M strain in the absence of different mismatch removal

processes has provided strong evidence that Pold generates

replication errors on both the leading and lagging DNA strands

in the S288C strain background. To further confirm this, we

carried out forward mutational analyses of URA3 near ARS306.

For each pol3-L612M and pol3-L612M msh2D strain harboring

the ura3-104 allele in OR1 or OR2, the mutant ura3-104 allele

was reverted to the wild-type CAG codon by direct transfor-

mation with a DNA fragment containing the URA3 wild-type

sequence. In the pol3-L612M OR1 and OR2 strains, the URA3

to ura3 forward mutation rates were similar, 1.8 3 10�7 and

1.5 3 10�7, respectively (Table S1). Sequence analysis of muta-

tions arising in OR1 and OR2, however, was suggestive of

lagging strand mutation bias in accordance with L612M Pold

signatures. For instance, C310T mutations, which are predicted

to arise from biased G:dTTP mispair generation, were observed

in 10 out of 71 mutational events in OR1 (G in lagging), whereas

none occurred at this position in 78 mutational events in OR2

(G in leading). Conversely, 9 of 78 mutations in OR2 were T97C

mutations (T in lagging), whereas none occurred at this position

in OR1 (T in leading). Although in the previous study, the G764A

hotspot mutation occurred in an orientation-dependent fashion

(Nick McElhinny et al., 2008), in our pol3-L612M strains, we

observed only 2/71 and 5/78 G764A mutations in OR1 and

OR2, respectively, and the overall rate of G to A mutations was

only 1.4 times higher in OR2 (G in lagging) than in OR1 (G in

leading). All other mutational events observed were either not

correlated to the L612M Pold signature or did not exhibit orien-

tation bias. However, despite lack of bias for G-to-A mutations,

the occurrence of the C310T and T97C hotspots is consistent



Figure 2. Lack of StrandBias ofURA3Muta-

tions near ARS306 in the S288C pol3-L612M

msh2D Strain

(A) Mispair generation bias of L612M Pold. Point

mutations are shown above the two mispairs that

generate the mutation. The bias of L612M Pold for

each mispair is given below (Nick McElhinny et al.,

2007).

(B) Hotspot mutations in URA3 observed in OR1 in

the S288C pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The orien-

tation of the URA3 ORF (boxed arrow) is depicted

by the direction of the arrow. URA3, integrated

�1.2 kb to the left of ARS306 in chromosome 3, is

shown schematically and is not drawn to scale.

Each hotspot is shown by their respective base

pairs, and their positions in the URA3 ORF are

shown within the boxed arrow. Base changes

generated during the replication of the leading

strand (above) and the lagging strand (below) are

shown. Filled-in triangles represent �1 frameshift

mutations. The proportion of observed mutations

at each site was assigned to the lagging and

leading strand according to the bias for mispair

formation by L612M Pold shown in (A). Strand-

specific mutation rates for each site were calcu-

lated as described in the text, and the leading

and lagging strand hotspot mutation rates given

on the far right are the sum of all hotspotmutations

on that strand.

(C) Hotspot mutations in URA3 observed in OR2

in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The orientation

of URA3 is reversed from that in (B).

See also Figures S2, S4, and S5 and Tables S1

and S2.
with the previous study (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008), and

together with our mutational analysis of ura3-104 reversion in

the pol3-L612M strain, they indicate a prevalence of L612M

Pold signature errors on the lagging strand when MMR is

proficient.

Next we analyzed URA3-to-ura3 forward mutations that

occur in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain in OR1 and OR2 orienta-

tions in the S288C genetic background. MMR efficiently repairs

1 bp frameshifts, and in the previous study (NickMcElhinny et al.,

2008), three orientation specific �1 frameshift hotspots (A174-

178, T201-205, T255-260) occurred in URA3 in the pol3-

L612M msh2D strain and were assigned to L612M Pold

synthesis by correlation to an 11:1 bias for deletions of T over

deletions of A (Nick McElhinny et al., 2007). Similar to the pol3-

L612M single mutant strain, the base changes that dominated

the mutation spectra in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain were the

T97C, C310T, and G764A hotspots. Based upon the remarkable

asymmetry with which these mutations arose in the two different

orientations, and based upon the biased mispair formation

spectra of L612M Pold, the highmutation rates of these hotspots

were assigned to have arisen from errors made during lagging

strand replication (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008; Nick McElhinny

et al., 2007).
For our analyses, we used the same procedure to calculate the

leading and lagging strand mutation rates at each hotspot as

was used in the previous study (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008).

At each hotspot, the proportion of mutations generated in each

strand was calculated based on the reciprocal mismatch bias

of L612M Pold (Figure 2A) as determined from mutations gener-

ated during DNA synthesis on a lacZ substrate (Nick McElhinny

et al., 2007). The number of mutations assigned to each strand

was divided by the total mutations sequenced and then multi-

plied by the total mutation rate to give the strand specific muta-

tion rate for each site (Table S2; Figures 2B and 2C). In OR2

where the coding sequence is in the lagging strand, we observe

the signature T97C and G764A hotspots (Figure 2C), and these

hotspots do not occur in OR1 at any significant rate (Figure 2B);

however, we do observe the G-to-A mutations at C310 in OR2

(Figure 2C) that would arise from errors made during leading

strand replication. In addition, whereas DT(�1) hotspots were

observed to occur almost exclusively in the lagging strand in

the previous study (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008), we observe

frameshift hotspots occurring in both the DNA strands. For

instance, in OR2, frameshifts at T(201–205) or T(255–260), which

would arise during lagging strand synthesis, occur each at a

rate of �4 3 10�7, whereas frameshifts at A(174–178), where
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Figure 3. Lack of StrandBias ofURA3Muta-

tions Located near ARS306 in the DBY747

pol3-L612M msh2D Strain

(A) Hotspot mutations in URA3 observed in OR1

in the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The

URA3 coding region is integrated �1.2 kb to the

left of ARS306 on chromosome 3 as described

in Figure 2.

(B) Hotspot mutations in URA3 near ARS306

observed in OR2 in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain.

The orientation ofURA3 is reversed from that in (A).

The sum of all hotspot mutations for the leading or

the lagging DNA strand is given on the right.

See also Figure S4 and Table S3.
the T run is in the leading strand, occur at a rate of �2 3 10�7

(Figure 2C). And in OR1, where T(255–260) occurs in the leading

strand, the frameshifts occur at a rate of�1.53 10�7 (Figure 2B).

Finally, we observe two orientation-specific G-to-T hotspot mu-

tations (G679 and G706) that occur at rates 34 times and 15

times higher in OR1 than in OR2, that were not observed in the

previous study (Nick McElhinny et al., 2008). Importantly,

L612M Pold exhibits an 8.5:1 bias for G:dATP mispair formation

over the C:dTTP mispair (Nick McElhinny et al., 2007), and we

have confirmed that at position 679 in URA3, L612M Pol3

exhibits preferential incorporation of an A opposite template

G compared to the incorporation of a T opposite template C (Fig-

ures S2C and S2D). Therefore, since�90%of G679T andG706T

hotspot mutations can be attributed to having occurred from a

G:dATP mispair, the high rate of these two hotspot mutations

occurring in OR1 can be assigned to errors made by Pold during

leading strand replication. When OR1 and OR2 strand-specific

mutation rates are compared, the total pol3-L612M signature

hotspot mutation rate of URA3 in OR1 is �3-fold higher in the

leading strand than in the lagging strand (Figure 2B), while in

OR2 the total Pol3-L612M signature hotspot mutation rate is

�3-fold higher in the lagging strand than in the leading strand

(Figure 2C).

Analysis of Forward Mutations in URA3 Integrated
at Three Different Genomic Locations
in the DBY747 Strain
To determine whether our observations were unique to the

S288C genetic background or shared by other yeast strains,
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we examined URA3 forward mutations

in OR1 and OR2 at ARS306 and ARS1 in

the DBY747 strain harboring the pol3-

L612M msh2D mutations. In this strain,

the genomic copy of URA3 was deleted

to prevent rearrangements with the

URA3 gene integrated near an ARS. In

addition to integrating the URA3 gene in

opposite orientations (OR1 and OR2)

�1.2 kb left of ARS306 as was done in

the S288C strain, theURA3was also inte-

grated in opposite orientations at a sec-

ond position on chromosome 3, �10 kb

left of ARS306, located in the intergenic
region between the STE50 and RRP7 genes. In the DBY747

genetic background also we observed no growth defect in the

pol3-L612M msh2D double mutant strain. In this strain we find

that, regardless of whether URA3 was located 1.2 kb or 10 kb

left of ARS306 on chromosome 3, individual hotspot mutation

sites were far less orientation specific than observed in the

S288C background (Tables S3 and S4; Figures 3 and 4). For

instance, even though �74%–80% of all mutations still corre-

lated with the L612M Pold signatures, the base change hotspot

at C310T was observed in both OR1 and OR2 (Figures 3

and 4). By contrast, the hotspot mutation T97C was evident in

OR1 at 1.2 kb left of ARS306, whereas none were observed in

OR2 at this position (Figure 3). Frameshift mutation hotspots

remain highly localized to positions A174–178, T201–205, and

T255–260, yet the rates of each are nearly equal in both orienta-

tions (Tables S3 and S4; Figures 3 and 4). When the numbers

of mutations are allocated to the leading and lagging strands

based on the bias of L612M Pold enzyme and the rates are

compared, in either orientation, the rates of URA3 hotspot

mutations on the two DNA strands are nearly identical. For

example, at 1.2 kb left of ARS306, the �1 frameshift mutation

rate at T255–260 was 1.32 3 10�7 on the leading strand in

OR1, and 1.66 3 10�7 on the lagging strand in OR2 (Figure 3).

Similarly, at 10 kb left of ARS306, the T255–260 �1 frameshift

rates were 1.09 3 10�7 on the leading strand in OR1, and

1.16 3 10�7 on the lagging strand in OR2 (Figure 4). The only

bias observed was at 1.2 kb left of ARS306 in which there

was a �2.5-fold higher rate of C310T mutations in the lagging

strand in OR1 over leading strand mutations in OR2 (Figure 3).



Figure 4. Lack of Strand Bias of URA3

Mutations Located �10 kb Left of ARS306

in the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D Strain

(A) Hotspot mutations in URA3 observed in OR1 in

the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The URA3

ORF (boxed arrow) is integrated �10 kb to the left

of ARS306 on chromosome 3 in the intergenic

region between the STE50 and RRP1 genes.

(B) Hotspot mutations observed in URA3 located

�10 kb to the left of ARS306 in OR2 in the DBY747

pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The orientation of

URA3 is reversed from that in (A). The sum of all

hotspot mutations for the leading or the lagging

DNA strand is given on the right.

See also Table S4.
When the total pol3-L612M-dependent hotspot mutation rates

are compared in either OR1 or OR2 at 1.2 kb or 10 kb left of

ARS306, the hotspot mutation rates are nearly identical on the

leading and lagging strands (Figures 3 and 4).

To further verify the role of Pold in the replication of the two

DNA strands in the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D strain, we

examined forward mutations of URA3 when integrated near

another highly efficient early firing origin, ARS1, located on chro-

mosome 4 (Nieduszynski et al., 2007). In this strain also, hotspot

mutations occur in both the DNA strands in OR1 and OR2

(Table S5; Figure 5). Overall, in OR1, the leading strand mutation

rate of 3.5 3 10�7 was slightly higher than the lagging strand

rate of 2.9 3 10�7, and in OR2, the lagging strand hotspot

mutation rate of 7.5 3 10�7 was only 1.7-fold higher than rate

of 4.5 3 10�7 in the leading strand (Figure 5).

Thus, at both ARS306 and ARS1 in the S288C and DBY747

strains in the pol3-L612M msh2D genetic background, although

there are some pol3-L612M-dependent URA3 hotspot muta-

tions that occur in an orientation-dependent manner, we do

not observe the lagging strand specificity of L612M Pold signa-

ture mutations; rather, we find that L612M Pold-dependent

signature hotspot mutations occur on both DNA strands of

URA3.

Polε Role in Leading Strand Replication
In view of the strong evidence that L612M Pold-generated errors

occur on both the DNA strands, and that various mismatch

removal processes can affect leading strand errors, we re-evalu-

ated the evidence for Polε’s role in leading strand replication. The
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latter was inferred from orientation-

biased URA3 error rates and mutation

spectra of a pol2-M644G mutator allele

of Polε. M644G-Polε generates a T:dTTP

mismatch �40-fold over the reciprocal

A:dATP mismatch (Pursell et al., 2007).

First, we examined whether the pol2-

M644G mutator allele has similar effects

on the URA3 forward mutation spectra

in the S288C genetic background. Our

pol2-M644G strain with intact MMR

exhibits a similar ura3 mutation profile

(Figure 6) to the yeast strain used in the
previous study (Pursell et al., 2007). For instance, 72% (54 out

of 75) of ura3 mutants were due to A-to-T mutations at the

A279 and A686 hotspots when the orientation of URA3 was

such that the noncoding strand T was in the leading strand

(OR2) (Figures 6A and 6B). When URA3 is in the opposite orien-

tation (OR1), however, no hotspot mutations were observed

among 43 ura3 mutants examined, but there is a slight bias for

T-to-A mutations, consistent with T:dTMP mispairs being made

in the leading strand in this orientation as well. Overall, T:dTMP

mispair formation is biased for the leading strand 61:1 in OR2

and 9:1 in OR1 (Figures 6A and 6B). Thus, these data are con-

sistent with the previous report (Pursell et al., 2007) and could

indicate that M644G-Polε generates T:dTTP mismatches on

the leading strand, but not on the lagging strand. However, since

our results with pol3-L612M show thatMMRand othermismatch

removal processes can affect the observed bias for signature

mutations on both strands (Table 1; Tables S1 and S2; Figures

1 and 2), we examined how MMR affects the orientation bias of

the two hotspots generated by pol2-M644G (Figure 6). Surpris-

ingly, in the pol2-M644G msh2D strain containing URA3 OR2,

where the M644G Polε mutation signature is expected to

become higher than in the pol2-M644G strain, we observed no

hotspot mutations at A279 or A686 in 81 spontaneous ura3

mutants analyzed (Figures 6A and 6C). Additionally, A-to-T and

T-to-A changes occur in only 7% of mutants (6 out of 81) (Fig-

ure 6A), and even in these limited cases, the A-to-T bias is toward

mutations generated in the lagging strand. Overall, in the pol2-

M644G msh2D strain, we could not detect any pol2-M644G

signature mutations on the leading strand in the URA3 gene.
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Figure 5. Lack of StrandBias ofURA3Muta-

tions in the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D

Strain at ARS1

(A) Hotspot mutations in URA3 observed in OR1 in

the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D strain. The URA3

ORF (boxed arrow) is located�600 bp to the left of

ARS1 on chromosome 4 and is not drawn to scale.

Strand-specific mutation rates for each site were

calculated as described in the text, and the leading

and lagging strand hotspot mutation rates given

on the far right are the sum of all hotspot mutations

on that strand.

(B) Hotspot mutations in URA3 near ARS1

observed in OR2 in the DBY747 pol3-L612M

msh2D strain. The orientation of URA3 is reversed

from that in (A).

See also Figure S7 and Tables S5 and S6.
Since there is no orientation-dependent bias in the A-to-T and

T-to-A mutations detected in pol2-M644G msh2D and both of

these events are rare compared to other base changes, there

is no evidence for Polε having a significant replicative role on

either the leading or the lagging strand. Our observation that

A-T and T-A errors are infrequent in the msh2D strain that

harbors M644G-Polε, which has been shown to exhibit a high

error rate for T:dTTP mismatches in vitro(Pursell et al., 2007), is

consistent with the interpretation that Polε has, at best, a minor

DNA synthesis role during normal DNA replication.

DISCUSSION

Roles of Polε Exonuclease, Exo1, and MMR in Removing
Pold Errors from Leading and Lagging Strands
The results of our ura3-104 reversion assay show that signature

errors of pol3-L612M on the two DNA strands are modulated

differentially by mismatch removal processes. For instance,

although neither pol2-4 nor exo1D strongly increased L612M

Pold’s signature error accumulation on the leading strand, the

combination of both did so to a large extent (Table 1). On the

lagging strand, however, exo1D alone substantially increased

L612M Pold-dependent error accumulation, and only a modest

further increase occurred in combination with pol2-4. Therefore,

Polε exonuclease and Exo1 act redundantly in error editing on

the leading strand, whereas Exo1-dependent mismatch correc-

tion is more prevalent on the lagging strand. Additionally, MMR

has a very prominent role in correcting L612M Pold errors from

the leading strand (Table 1). Thus, differential error removal
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rather than differential mismatch gene-

ration accounts for the bias of lagging

strand errors observed in the pol3-

L612M strain (Table 1; Figure 1).

Role of MMR in Removing Errors
from the Leading and Lagging
Strands in Different Yeast Strains
Our analyses of URA3-to-ura3 forward

mutations in the S288C and DBY747

pol3-612M msh2D strains provide addi-
tional support for the role of MMR in the correction of L612M

Pold-generated errors on the leading strand. In the S288C back-

ground, whereas signature mutations are observed primarily on

the lagging strand in the pol3-L612M strain (Table S1), signature

errors occur on both strands in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain

(Table S2; Figure 2). Although in the pol3-L612M msh2D strain

the L612M Pold-generated hotspot mutations occur on both

DNA strands, the sites at which specific hotspots occur differ

in an orientation-dependent manner. This indicates that both

MMR and L612M-Pold mispair generation can act differentially

at different sites during replication of the two DNA strands.

In the DBY747 pol3-L612M msh2D strain, the orientation

dependence of site-specific hotspots is greatly diminished,

regardless of whether URA3 was 1.2 or 10 kb away from

ARS306. In fact, all the hotspots in URA3 were observed at

various rates in both OR1 and OR2 (Figures 3 and 4). When

URA3 was integrated �600 bp from ARS1, the only hotspot ex-

hibiting strong orientation dependence was C310T (Figure 5).

Thus, in the DBY747 strain, the overall rates of Pol3-L612M-

dependent signatures in the MMR-deficient background were

nearly equal in the leading and lagging strands. This would sug-

gest that in this strain background, Pol d-generated mispairs are

recognized and removed by MMR from both strands with equal

efficiency, unlike that seen in the S288C background.

In summary, our finding that, in both the S288C and DBY747

strains carrying the pol3-L612M msh2D mutations, L612M

Pold-generated errors occur on both the leading and the lagging

DNA strands strongly suggests that Pold plays a major role

in replicating both strands. Furthermore, they indicate that



Figure 6. Lack of pol2-M644G Signature Er-

rors in MMR-Deficient Strains

(A)Mutational bias for A-to-T and T-to-Amutations

in pol2-M644G and pol2-M644G msh2D strains.

The T:A-to-A:T mutation is shown above the two

mispairs that cause the mutation. The signature

bias exhibited by pol2-M644G is indicated (Pursell

et al., 2007). The number of spontaneous A-to-T

and T-to-A mutation events as well as hotspot

mutations A279T and A686T in pol2-M644G and

pol2-M644G msh2D strains harboring URA3 in

orientation 1 (OR1) or in orientation 2 (OR2) are

shown. The location of the T:dTTP mispair in the

leading (lead) or lagging (lag) strand in each

orientation is shown, and the ratio of leading

strand versus lagging strand mutations is given.

(B and C) Schematic representation of the leading

and lagging strand-specific mutational events at

A279 and A686 in URA3 in OR1 or in OR2 in the

pol2-M644G (B) and pol2-M644G msh2D (C)

strain.
mismatch removal processes can act differentially in different

yeast strains.

Absence of Polε Signature Mutations in pol2-M644G

msh2D

Our conclusion that Pold replicates both DNA strands required a

re-evaluation of the proposal that Polε replicates the leading

strand (Pursell et al., 2007). This inference was based on the

mutational bias for T:dTMP mispair formation on the leading

strand in the pol2-M644G strain (Pursell et al., 2007). A major

role of Polε in leading strand replication posits that the preva-

lence of Polε signature mutations on the leading strand would

be greatly elevated in the absence of mismatch removal pro-

cesses, since Polε-generated errors would not be removed.

However, the complete absence of hotspot mutations in the

S288C strain carrying the pol2-M644G msh2D mutations indi-

cates that the signature mutations that were assigned to Polε’s

role in leading strand replication actually occur at a very low

rate. Furthermore, in the pol2-M644G msh2D strain, even the

non-hotspot signature A-T and reciprocal T-A mutations are

rare and do not exhibit leading strand preference. In fact, in the

OR2 orientation, which exhibited extensive bias in the pol2-

M644G single mutant, we find a 2:1 bias for T:dTTP mispair

formation in the lagging strand in the pol2-M644Gmsh2Dmutant

(Figure 6).

The absence of M644G Polε signature mutations on the lead-

ing strand has also been reported for the DI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300

strain harboring the pol2-M644G msh2D mutations (Lujan

et al., 2012). Among the �600 total ura3 mutants sequenced

for the two orientations, there was one A-to-T mutation on
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each of the DNA strands at A279 and no

A-to-T mutation on the leading strand at

A686, and a total of only three and two

A-to-T mutations were observed on the

leading and lagging strands, respectively.

Thus, even though M644G Polε exhibits

an �40-fold bias for the formation of
T:dTTPmispair over the reciprocal A:dATPmispair, thismutation

is almost completely absent in the mutational spectra of the

pol2-M644G msh2D strain. Thus, data in two different yeast

strains support the conclusion that the DNA polymerase activity

of Polε is not significantly involved in the replication of the leading

strand, as previously suggested from the analyses of mutational

spectra in pol2-M644G alone (Pursell et al., 2007).

Furthermore, the ura3 A279T and A686T hotspot mutations

arise also in yeast harboring the pol2-4 exonuclease mutant in

an orientation-dependent manner identical to that observed in

the pol2-M644G mutant in the DI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300 and S288C

strain backgrounds (Williams et al., 2012; our unpublished

data). Thus, T:dTTP mispairs in the leading strand occur in the

pol2-4mutant, in which there is no bias to generate this specific

mispair, at rates similar to the pol2-M644Gmutant strain in which

there is a 40-fold bias for T:dTTP mispairs. These observations

suggest that T:dTMP hotspot mispairs persist in the pol2-4 or

the pol2-M644G mutant strains because they are not removed

by either the pol2-4 or the pol2-M644G mutant polymerases

(Ganai et al., 2015).

Variability in Strand-Specific Mismatch Correction
Processes in Different Yeast Strains
In contrast to our observations indicating a prominent role of

MMR in the correction of L612M Pold errors in URA3 on both

the DNA strands in yeast strains S288C and DBY747, in the prior

study in msh2D cells, L612M Pold-generated replication errors

in the URA3 gene were restricted to the lagging strand (Nick

McElhinny et al., 2008). Subsequently, this observation was

extended to the entire genome by deep sequencing analysis
175, July 16, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 171



(Larrea et al., 2010). We note that all these other studies used the

yeast strainDI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300, which was derived from exten-

sive crossings to mutator strains, including to a pol3-01 mutator

strain that is defective in Pold 30/50 proofreading exonuclease

function (Pavlov et al., 2001) and to a pol2-11 Polεmutant strain

and to a DNA repair defective rad5-G535R strain (Figure S6);

thus, this strain may harbor mutations that may have arisen

during its derivation. By contrast, our studies utilized the more

commonly used S288C and DBY747 yeast strains. S288C is

the principal progenitor of most laboratory yeast strains (Mor-

timer and Johnston, 1986), and the complete genomic sequence

of this strain has been determined.

Two different possibilities could account for the lack of L612M

Pold signature mutations on the leading strand in the absence of

MMR in the DI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300 strain. The first possibility is

that, unique to this yeast strain, Polε and Pold are restricted to

replicating the leading strand and lagging strands, respectively.

However, in this strain background, in spite of the very highly

elevated bias of M644G Polε for T:dTTP mispair (�40-fold)

over the reciprocal A:dATP mispair, there is complete absence

of bias for M644G-Polε signature mutations on the leading

strand in the pol2 M644Gmsh2D strain (Lujan et al., 2012). Since

the bias of mutant Polε for T:dTTP mispair exceeds the bias for

any of the signature mutations made by mutant Pold, one would

have expected to see a highly elevated level of Polε signature

mutations on the leading strand in the pol2M644Gmsh2D strain.

The absence of any bias for Polε signature mutations on the

leading strand in the DI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300 strain, as well as in

the S288C strain, therefore is not consistent with the division

of labor model of DNA replication. More likely is the second

possibility that in the DI(�2)I-7B-YUNI300 strain, as seen in

the S288C and DBY747 strains, Pold replicates both DNA

strands, and the lack of L612M Pold signature mutations on

the leading strand in the absence of MMR is due to the more

efficient removal of Pold-generated errors by Polε exonuclease

on the leading than on the lagging strand. Consequently,

L612M-Pold signature errors would appear to be biased toward

the lagging strand, even though the actual mismatch generation

frequencies by Pold were similar on both strands. This expla-

nation would also account for the L612M-Pold leading strand

signature bias observed genome wide, as detected by deep

sequencing.

Ribonucleotide Incorporation in the pol2-M644G

Polε Mutant
In addition to T:dTTP mispair formation bias, the Polε-M644G

enzyme exhibits a highly increased capacity for ribonucleotide

incorporation in DNA (Lujan et al., 2013; Nick McElhinny et al.,

2010). From the observation that, in the absence of RNase H2,

ribonucleotides persist in the nascent leading strand in the

pol2-M644G mutant, it has been inferred that Polε replicates

the leading strand (Lujan et al., 2013). However, it is difficult to

reconcile this interpretation with our evidence that Pold partici-

pates equally in the replication of both the leading and lagging

DNA strands, and with the lack of any evidence for a role of

Polε in the replication of the leading strand as deduced from

the absence of Polε signature mutations in the pol2-M644G

msh2D strain. This raises the possibility that an explanation
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other than a role of Polε in the replication of the leading strand

accounts for the increased presence of rNMPs in the nascent

leading strand in the M644G Polε mutant.

The Pold 30/50 exonuclease lacks the ability to proofread

rNMPs (Clausen et al., 2013); however, since Polε exonuclease

can excise them (Williams et al., 2012), it would play an important

role in their removal from the leading strand. We suggest that in

yeast harboring theM644G Polεmutation, because of the reduc-

tion in its proofreading activity (Ganai et al., 2015) and because of

its highly elevated propensity to extend synthesis from rNMPs

incorporated into the nascent leading strand by Pold (Lujan

et al., 2013), the mutant Polε promotes the persistence of rNMPs

in the leading strand. Consequently, increased rNMP levels in the

nascent leading strand in the pol2-M644Gmutant in the absence

of RNaseH2would not arise from a role of Polε as themajor lead-

ing strand replicase, but rather from a lack of their removal and

from the highly proficient extension of synthesis from rNMPs

misincorporated by Pold.

Roles of Pold and Polε in DNA Replication in S. pombe

From studies with S. pombe harboring Pold-L591M and Polε-

M630F mutations, it was concluded that Pold replicates the lag-

ging strand and that Polε replicates the leading strand in fission

yeast also. For this study, the mutational spectra of a ura4/ura5

cassette, in two orientations near an active ARS, was analyzed

in the Pold-L591Mmutant. Mutations were scattered throughout

the coding region, and localized hotspots were not observed.

However, from the numbers of T:A/C:G and G:C/A:T muta-

tions, predicted to derive from the T:dG and G:dT mispairs,

respectively, a role for Pold in the replication of the lagging strand

was inferred (Miyabe et al., 2011). Notably, mutational changes

which indicated an elevated bias of Pold for mispair formation

on the leading strand were not considered. In Figure S7, we

plot the data provided in their Table 2 (Miyabe et al., 2011), calcu-

lated as the percentages of each type of signature mutation

apportioned to either leading or lagging strand based upon the

bias for mispair formation determined for the S. cerevisiae

L612M Pold enzyme (Table S6). Although there is bias for the

formation of G:dT (�2-fold) and T:dG (�3- to 8-fold) mispairs

on the lagging strand, for the other signature mutations there is

either no bias on the lagging strand, or there is evidence for

biased mispair formation on the leading strand (Table S6; Fig-

ure S7). In particular, for example, are the data for the G:dA mis-

pair, which is formed by mutant Pold with an 8.5–fold elevated

bias over the reciprocal C:dT mispair (see Figure 2A). In the

reverse orientation where there is a high prevalence of G to Tmu-

tations, there is an �5-fold bias for the G:dA mispair on the

leading strand over the lagging strand (Table S6; Figure S7).

Frameshift mutations also suggest the presence of mutant

Pold-dependent mutations on both DNA strands. For example,

despite an 11-fold and 17-fold bias of mutant L612M Pold in

the formation of DT and DG over DA and DC, respectively

(Nick McElhinny et al., 2007), in the reverse orientation, these

mutations occur in both strands at similar rates. In the forward

orientation, however, there is �2-fold bias for DT in the lagging

strand, but a 9-fold bias for DG mutations formed in the leading

strand (Table S6; Figure S7). Based on the presumption that Pold

synthesizes both strands in S. pombe, the total Pold signature



mutations on both strands should be nearly equal. As calculated

from their data, overall, the Pold signature mutations on the

leading strand in the reverse orientation are slightly higher than

on the lagging strand, and in the forward orientation they are

only �2-fold higher on the lagging strand than on the leading

strand. Thus, altogether, rather than providing definitive evi-

dence for the involvement of Pold in the replication of only the

lagging strand, their data (Miyabe et al., 2011) support a role of

Pold in the replication of both the leading and lagging DNA

strands in S. pombe.

Furthermore, their analysis of the ura4-ura5 mutation bias in

polε-M630F and polε-M630F msh2D mutants failed to provide

any evidence of a bias for Polε signature mutations on the lead-

ing strand in S. pombe (Miyabe et al., 2011). Nevertheless, a role

for Polε in the replication of the leading strand was inferred from

the evidence of increased rNMP incorporation in the nascent

leading strand in the absence of RNase H2 in the S. pombe

polε-M630F mutant (Miyabe et al., 2011). However, in view of

the evidence indicating the presence of signature mutations on

both the DNA strands in the pold-L591M strain (Table S6; Fig-

ure S7), and the absence of Polε signature mutations in

the polε-M630F msh2D double mutant, it is difficult to assign a

role for Polε in the replication of the leading strand based on

the observation of increased rNMP incorporation in the Polε-

M630F mutant. That is because in S. pombe also, increased

presence of rNMPs on the nascent leading strand in the polε-

M630F mutant would result from the propensity of mutant Polε

to extend synthesis from rNMPs incorporated by Pold on the

leading strand, and not from its role as a major replicase for

the leading strand.

Recently, the genome-wide incorporation of rNMPs in the two

DNA strands has been reported for the Polε and Poldmutants of

S. cerevisiae and S. pombe (Clausen et al., 2015; Daigaku et al.,

2015; Koh et al., 2015; Reijns et al., 2015). Similar to previously

reported observations (Lujan et al., 2013; Miyabe et al., 2011),

these studies indicate a leading strand bias for rNMP incorpora-

tion by mutant Polε. As discussed above, these observations

can all be explained by the reduced efficiency of mutant Polε

for rNMP removal and by its greatly enhanced proficiency for

extending synthesis from rNMPs.

Roles of Polε on the Leading Strand
In both the budding yeast and the fission yeast, the N-terminal

polymerase domain of the catalytic subunit of Polε is not required

for cell viability, whereas the C-terminal domain (CTD) is essen-

tial (Feng and D’Urso, 2001; Kesti et al., 1999). The essential role

of Polε CTD, but not the polymerase domain, has also been

observed for DNA replication in the Drosophila imaginal eye

disks (Suyari et al., 2012). Elegant genetic studies with a temper-

ature-sensitive mutation in the CTD of the catalytic subunit of

Polε (cdc20-ct1) in S. pombe have shown that Polε plays an

essential role in both the assembly and progression of CMG heli-

case (Handa et al., 2012), which unwinds the DNA duplex by

translocating along the leading strand in a 30/50 direction (Fu

et al., 2011; Ilves et al., 2010; Moyer et al., 2006). Since the

CTD of the catalytic subunit of Polε lacks the DNA polymerase

function, the DNA polymerization activity of Polε is not required

for this essential role.
Recently, the association of replication proteins with the

leading and lagging strands of DNA replication forks has been

analyzed in yeast using the eSPAN (enrichment and sequencing

of protein-associated nascent DNA) method (Yu et al., 2014).

Their observations that Polε and Pold associate preferentially

with the leading and lagging DNA strands, respectively, are

consistent with the role of Pold in replicating both strands and

with the role of Polε in the progression of CMG complex on

the leading strand. The density of Pold would be much higher

on the lagging strand because it is synthesized in a discontin-

uous manner, and Polε would be restricted primarily to the

leading strand because of its CMG associated role. In other

recently reported biochemical reconstitution studies, from the

observation that Polε binds tightly to the CMG complex and

carries out highly efficient synthesis of the leading strand, it

has been inferred that the CMG complex recruits Polε for lead-

ing strand synthesis (Georgescu et al., 2014; Langston et al.,

2014). However, our genetic studies indicating the requirement

of Pold, but not of Polε, for leading strand replication, imply that

in vivo, only the noncatalytic role of Polε in the assembly and

progression of the CMG complex is utilized for leading strand

replication.

The placement of Polε with CMG on the leading strand would

enable Polε to function in diverse roles on this DNA strand. Thus,

Polε exonuclease could play amore prominent role in the correc-

tion of replication errors generated by Pold on the leading strand

than on the lagging strand. Furthermore, since Pold exonuclease

lacks the ability to proofread rNMPs, but Polε exonuclease has

this ability, rNMPs incorporated during replication of the leading

strand by Poldwould be subject to removal by Polε exonuclease.

The placement of Polε on the leading strand would also allow

Polε to function as an accessory polymerase, substituting for

Pold in situations where its ability to carry out replication is

compromised. For example, Polε could take over synthesis at

sites where Pold replication stalls, and Polε could play an impor-

tant role in the repair of the leading strand; e.g., at nicks in the

template strand, Polε could mediate the repair of strand breaks

in coordination with S phase checkpoint (Navas et al., 1995;

Sukhanova et al., 2011).

Concluding Remarks
The major findings of this study and their implications are

summarized below.

(1) Our observations indicating the prevalence of L612M

Pold-generated signature mutations on both the DNA strands

in pol3-L612M msh2D at different positions in the genome in

two different S. cerevisiae strains provide positive proof for the

conclusion that Pold replicates both the leading and lagging

DNA strands.

(2) In agreement with the role of Pold in the replication of

both DNA strands, genetic analyses with the pol2-M644G Polε

mutant lacking MMR have failed to provide any evidence for

the involvement of Polε in the synthesis of the leading strand.

(3) We provide evidence that in addition to MMR, Polε exonu-

clease and Exo1 function in the removal of Pold replication errors

from the two DNA strands, and that these different mismatch

removal processes can act differentially on the leading and

lagging DNA strands. We suggest that yeast strains differ in
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the relative contributions of different mismatch removal pro-

cesses for correcting Pold errors from the two DNA strands.

(4) Previously, it was concluded that in S. pombe, Pold, and

Polε replicate the lagging and leading strands, respectively. A

reconsideration of published data, however, implicates a role

of Pold in the replication of both the leading and lagging DNA

strands in S. pombe also.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Determination of Spontaneous Reversion Rates and Mutational

Changes at ura3-104

For each strain, 11 independent cultures, each starting from �50 cells, were

grown in 15 ml of YPD medium, washed with water, and plated on SC-ura

media. Cell viability was determined from the number of colonies formed on

SC media plated from serial dilutions of the original culture. Rates of ura3-

104 reversion were determined from the number of Ura+ colonies by the

method of the median (Lea and Coulson, 1949). Five experiments were per-

formed with each strain. For sequence determination, a large number of inde-

pendent cultures were grown and plated on SC-ura media. One Ura+ colony

from each independent culture was subcloned on medium lacking uracil and

subsequently patched onto yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD) medium.

Genomic DNA was isolated from patches and the URA3 gene amplified via

PCR using oligos LP2221 (50-GCCCAGTATTCTTAACCCA-30) and LP2222

(50-GTGAGTTTAGTATACATGC-30). Mutations at the ura3-104 amber codon

were then identified by DNA sequencing with oligo LP2221.

URA3 to ura3 Mutation Rates and Mutational Spectra

Spontaneous forward mutation rates of URA3 in OR1 and OR2 were

determined using the method of the median as described above. For each

strain, 15 independent cultures, each starting from �50 cells were grown in

0.2–3 ml of YPD medium and grown for 3 days. Cells were washed and resus-

pended in sterile water before plating on synthetic complete (SC) media con-

taining 5-FOA for the S288C strains and on SC-trp media containing 5-FOA for

the DBY747 strains. Cell viability was determined as above. For sequence

analyses, a large number of independent cultures were grown, washed, and

plated on media as described above. A single FOAr colony from each culture

was patched onto YPD. Genomic DNA was extracted, and the ura3 gene was

amplified via PCR as above and PCR products were sequenced using oligos

LP2221 and LP2222.

Protein Purification and DNA Synthesis Assays

The pol3 L612Mmutant protein whichwas proficient in its proofreading exonu-

clease or deficient in it was expressed from a GAL:PGK promoter, and the

wild-type and mutant Pol3 proteins were purified by glutathione Sepharose

as described (Swan et al., 2009). The wild-type and L612M mutant Pold holo-

enzymes which were proficient in proofreading exonuclease were purified

as described (Acharya et al., 2011). DNA synthesis assays were performed

at 30�C (Acharya et al., 2011) under conditions indicated in the legend to

Figure S2.
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